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SUMMARY 
During the last decade, the global optimization method has 
shown many interests to estimate the joint kinematics of a 
chain model, especially for movements subject to constraints. 
While previous studies only focused on open-loop kinematics, 
this study was conducted to assess the effects of strict 
constraints on the reconstruction accuracy and the joint 
kinematics regularity of a chain model with two loop closures. 
For this purpose, three algorithms of global optimization were 
compared: one with no constraint, one with soft constraints 
and one with strict constraints. Results indicated that strict 
constraints improved the respect of loop closures while 
maintaining an accurate reconstruction. However, further 
works concerning the lower limb loop closure and joint 
models will be necessary to improve the joint kinematics 
regularity while using algorithm with strict constraints. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In sport, ergonomic and clinical fields, an accurate estimation 
of joint kinematics is essential to quantify human movements 
and calculate its dynamics. Soft tissue artifacts caused by the 
movement of wobbling masses represent the major source of 
error in the calculation of joint kinematics [1] using raw data 
recorded using motion capture.  
 
The global optimization (GO) method [2] has shown 
promising results to reduce soft tissue artifact errors. This 
approach, which comes from robotics, models the body as a 
kinematic chain of rigid segments linked by perfect joints. 
Accordingly, the joint kinematics obtained with this technique 
are directly usable for inverse dynamic and simulation [3,4]. 
Recently, two studies, Andersen [5] and Duprey [6] improved 
GO method by adding in the mathematical formulation of the 
minimization problem, strict joint constraints to respect knee 
joint physiology. Numerous sport, ergonomics or clinical 
activities present closed-loop kinematics from the double 
support in walking to nautic activities like rowing and 
kayaking. However, the effects of strict constraints in such 
case of movements, were not documented yet. To ensure loop 
closures, our research group has recently proposed an 
alternative method to strict constraints, called soft constraints, 
using a weighting matrix and adding the constraint equations 
of loop closures into the objective function [7].  
 
The purpose of this study was to compare, in terms of 
reconstruction error and joint kinematics regularity, the 

standard GO algorithm (GOa) with GO algorithms using soft 
(GOb) and strict constraints (GOc) in a sports application with 
two loop closures: paddling an ergometer.  
 
 
METHODS 
Five kayakers (one female and four males) volunteered to take 
part in the study. At first, the test protocol included setup 
movements for locating ankle, knee, hip, thoraco-pelvic, neck, 
thoraco-scapular, gleno-humeral, elbow and wrist joints. 
Afterwards, they performed a 45 s trial of paddling at 80 
strokes per minute on the Poitiers-B kayak ergometer [8]. 
Ninety-four reflective markers were used to define a chain 
model of 17 segments and 42 degrees of freedom (dof) in the 
HuMAnS toolbox [9]. The marker positions were recorded 
using a 10-camera motion capture system at 250 Hz (T40, 
Vicon –Oxford, UK).  
 
At each time step, the GO technique estimates the joint 
kinematics by minimizing the overall squared distance 
between model-determined Tags(q) and measured markers 
Tobs. Three algorithms (GOa, GOb and GOc) were tested; all 
are based on an iterative Newton-Gauss non-linear least 
square algorithm where the objective function was linearized 
by a second-order Taylor expansion with variations in 
constraint definition. At each time step i, the configuration of 
the chain model q was iteratively adjusted (qi+1 = qi + dq).  
 
GOa corresponded to our reference algorithm. The joint 
kinematics were estimated without closed-loop constraints and 
solved with a quadratic programming: 
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In GOb, the constraint equations Task(q) were directly 
introduced in the objective function using an augmented 
Jacobian matrix JA. A weighting matrix W with 10 times 
bigger coefficients associated to the constraints was used to 
ensure the loop closures [7]:  
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For GOc, the joint kinematics were estimated with the 
Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming solver handling 
strict and nonlinear constraints [10]: 
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Ten consecutive cycles were selected in the middle of the trial. 
Three errors were calculated for each algorithm and each 
participant: global error of reconstruction (EG) and loop 
closures errors for lower (EL) and upper (EU) limbs 
extremities. The mean power frequencies were computed and 
averaged for the whole set of dof (MPFW), for both lower 
limbs (MPFL) and upper limbs dof (MPFU) to assess the 
regularity of the joint kinematics.  
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Higher error of reconstruction was observed for GOc: EG was 
increased by about 15% in comparison with GOa and Gob 
(table 1). As regards loop closure errors, the algorithm had an 
important effect. The highest errors were observed when the 
3D kinematics was reconstructed using GOa. In other words, 
the loop closures were not respected if no constraints were 
added. In comparison with GOb, loop closure errors with GOc 
were 8 and 17 times lower for EL and EU, respectively. For 
both reconstructions with constraints, EL was superior to EU 
showing that the loop closure at the upper limbs was more 
respected. 
 
Table 1: Reconstruction and loop closure errors in millimeters 
(mean ± standard deviation).  
 GOa GOb GOc 
EG 12.4 ± 2.1 12.8 ± 2.2 14.6 ± 3.1 

EL 6.2 ± 4.2 3.1 ± 2.1 0.4 ± 0.2 

EU 10.6 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 
 
The noise was similar when the 3D kinematics was obtained 
using GOa and GOb (table 2). Soft constraints did not affect 
the joint kinematics regularity. However MPF increased by 
about 40% when using strict constraints (GOc) Moreover, 
these results were associated with larger changes in joint 
angles between two successive frames of about 5 times. 
Indeed, for this algorithm, constraints must be satisfied to find 
a configuration of the chain model [10] which is not the case 
when using soft constraints. This could be an explanation for 
the larger changes in joint kinematics observed in GOc. 
Higher jerky joint kinematics were also observed in Begon [7] 
when using a minimal marker set developed to acquire on-
water 3D kinematic. For this purpose, the actual GOc 
algorithm showed its limits and needs further improvement to 
be used. As for the errors of loop closures, GOc leads to 
higher MPF values for the upper limbs dof than those for the 
lower limbs. These features might be caused by the confidence 
accorded to this loop closure based on the assumption of foot 

contact with the footrest all the way through the cycle. 
Whereas the loop closure of the lower limbs really exists 
between the two half-paddles (see [7] for a full description of 
a chain model), the feet slightly moved with respect to the 
footrest with subject specific ranges of motion. These results 
mean that using strict constraints that kept fixed the feet on the 
footrest lead to increase both the error of reconstruction and 
irregularities of joint kinematics. Our results confirm the 
finding of Andersen [5] and Duprey [6] who showed that the 
kind of joint constraint in the chain model plays an important 
role to improve joint kinematics patterns and reconstruction 
accuracy. As a result, including more realistic joint 
mechanisms suggested by both studies seems essential to 
improve the output of the GOc algorithm.  
 
Table 2: Mean power frequencies in Hertz (mean ± standard 
deviation).  
 GOa GOb GOc 
MPFW    5.6 ± 0.3 5.7 ± 0.3 8.0 ± 1.4 

MPFL 5.4 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.8 10.9 ± 4.2 

MPFU 5.7 ± 0.3 5.7 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 0.4 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Adding strict constraints in the reconstruction procedure 
improved the respect of both lower and upper limb loop 
closures with a slight increase in the reconstruction error. The 
joint kinematics regularity was more affected by the addition 
of strict constraints. Future work will consist in testing new 
kind of constraints for the lower limbs loop closure and the 
joint models. 
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